MNOP TANK RENTAL AGREEMENT
Marc Nelson Oil Products agrees to supply the following portable fuel tank under the terms and conditions defined below.
Tank: MNOP tank #_____, Grey______________ gallon fuel tank on trailer
Location: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Customer: ___________________________________________________________ Account #______________________
Price: $__________ per week with a _______week minimum starting on (date)________________ and continuing until the customer notifies MNOP to return the
tank. Price will be billed in full week increments.
Conditions of Use:
The Customer listed above and the undersigned representative of the Customer is fully responsible for the use and condition of the tank supplied by MNOP.
Any damage and resulting repairs will be the responsibility of the Customer. Please use the section at the bottom of this form to note any damage or
maintenance conditions at the time of delivery and pick-up
The Tank supplied by MNOP is not designed to be moved with fuel in the tank. Once the Tank has been filled it is not to be moved as damage to the tank and
trailer could result.
MNOP is the sole supplier of fuel to this tank. Coordinate fuel deliveries with the dispatch office at 503-363-7676
The fuel tank must be empty at the time of the termination of this agreement. If not, the Customer will incur a $100 pump-out fee for preparing the tank to
be transported and returned to MNOP.
The undersigned agree to the Terms and Conditions listed above as well as the conditions noted on the physical condition of the tank below in the Tank Condition
and Inspection Detail.

Customer Representative_____________________________________Date___________

MNOP Representative_____________________________________Date_____________

Use the diagrams and checklist to indicate any existing damage or maintenance issues that may exist when the tank is delivered
to the customer.
Upon returning the tank please indicate any new damage or maintenance issues that were incurred while on the job site.

Tank Condition and Inspection Detail
Engine/Pump Operational (please note any negative conditions)__________________________________________________
Tires (pressure adequate?) yes/no_____________________________
Electrical Plug (functioning?) yes/no______________________
Lights functioning? yes/no___________________________
Jack Stand Operational? yes/no________________________
Hitch Chains Secure? Yes/no_________________________
Filter (note date)___________________________

